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Abstract- The face recognition has been proposed 
for privacy from the  protection during the image/video 
distribution.Among detection  of all these personal face 
Recognition is most natural, less time taken a High 
efficient one.The several application in security system. 
The strategy in this paper is performing secured 
transaction using face and detection and recognition 
technology. Atime period is settled for taking the image 
and After completion of image mechanically with Out 
any human intervention.This data sent to the 
emailusing Ethernet. The module is used in this system 
to achieve high speed of operation. Camera is 
interfaced to one USB port. Eigen face algorithm is less 
time taken and a jones algorithm etc. This system is 
most easy and less time taken for identifying person in 
organization without any human intervention 
technology. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

With rapiddevelopments ina IoT Internet-of-Things 
technology face recognition has recently found a new use 
in web use in web-based biometric verification, man-
machine interaction, internet medical diagnosis, video 
conferencing, distance learning, visual surveillance, and 
psychological evaluation. By scrambling faces detected in 
private videos, the privacy. The Compared with full 
encryption methods, face scrambling is a compromise 
choice because it does not really hide information, since 
unscrambling is usually achievable by simple manual tries 
even though we do not know all the parameters. 
It avoids exposing individual biometric faces without 
really hiding anything from surveillance video. The face 
scrambling has recently becomes popular in the research 
field of visual surveillance, where privacy protection is 
needed as a security. There are many ways to perform face 
scrambling. 
However, this kind of scrambling will simply lose the 
scrambling, and hence subsequent face recognition or 
verification becomes unsuccessful reasons, it is obviously 
not a good choice to really erase human faces from 
surveillance videos. 
Face recognition has been extensively researched in the 
past decade and significant progress has been seen towards 
better recognition accuracy in recent reports. These exploit 
semantic face models where a face is considered as an 
integration of semantic components and hence semantic 

related sparse features or local binary patterns can be 
effectively used to improve the recognition accuracy. 
Beyond 2D facial modelling,3D models can also be 
exploited for better accuracy. A scrambled face has a very 
different appearance from its original facial image. While 
we can easily match a 3D model to a normal facial image, 
it becomes extremely hard to do so after the face has been 
scrambled. In the scrambled domain, semantic facial 
components simply become chaotic patterns. 

II. FACIAL COMPONENTS IN THE SCRAMBLED DOMAIN  

      A. Face Scrambling  
 
In many IoT applications, it is not encouraged to hide any 
information by encryption; on the other hand, it is legally 
required to protect privacy during distribution and 
browsing. As a result, scrambling becomes a compromise 
choice because it doesn’t really hide information but it 
does avoid exposing individual faces during transmission 
over the internet. Additionally, scrambling usually has 
much lower computation cost than encryption, making it 
suitable for simple network-target applications using low 
power sensors. 
 Among the various image scrambling methods, the 
scrambling algorithm has the features of simplicity and 
periodicity. It has been widely used in visualy surveillance 
systems where it is a favored as a simple and efficient 
scrambling retains some spatial coherence. In this paper, 
we use this scrambling method to set the test environment 
of our algorithm in the scrambling. 
 
B. Semantic Salience Mapping of Facial Images 
 
The semantic components are important cues to identify a 
specific face, we need to find a way introduce these factors 
in statistic face modelling.In this paper, we propose to use 
salience the learning for semantic facial mapping, and 
incorporate the learned semantic into a random forest 
method for face recognition. The components are usually 
salient features in a facial image. In this paper, we employ 
the salience model for sematic features mapping. Unlike a 
other models based on salience using pixel contrast, this 
deep salience model bases its algorithm on structural and 
hence can easily find the semantic components as its 
salient features.    
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III OVERVIEW 

In general, there are kinds or sizes related to the USB 
connectors and keyboard and mouse connections of the 
size USB2.0. Unlike other data cable end of a USB cable 
uses a different kind of the connectors.The overview of the 
procedure then learns its sematic salience. In scrambled 
and from the space is reconstructed a multiplying salient 
features according to their semantic devices. 
With the rapid development of interaction of a affective 
computing is currently gaining in popularity research in 
the industry domain. It aims to equip computing devices 
with effort less and natural communication. The ability to 
recognize human affective state will be the intelligent  
computer understand and respond to human. This is similar 
the way that humans reply on their senses to assess each 
affective state. Many potential application such as the 
intelligent automobile system and industries, interactive 
video indexing and retrival of a image or video data base 
can benefit from the this ability.Which support different 
features and algorithms for development  
of of first facial recognition. The USB camera image 
sensing image processing and communication with in a 
single device. It captures images computes the information 
and transfers the image to the ARM micro controller. 
 
IV DESIGN OF BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRITION 
 

 
                 Fig.1 Block Diagram  
 

(A) FACE RECOGNITION 
 
 The Face algorithm and face recognition domain by 
following steps. 
Step1:obtain the face images, named like I3. And Im. 
Arrange these images in the form of matrix. The faces must 
be centered and in same size. This high dimensional image 
convert in to the law dimensional image by converting 
vector into is an corresponding to an face recognition. 

Step2: compute of the average face vector Ψ, by this we 
will find off out mean of the all images. 
 

 
Step3:subtract the average face vector that is mean by 
from the vector, this is difference between original image 
and mean image. 
 

 
Step4:compute the covariance matrix C. 

 
 

 
 
              Where A=[Φ1 Φ2 ... ΦM] 
 

(B) FLOW CHART 
 
 

 
                                          Fig.2 Flow Chart 

V. RESULTS 

The hardware is a component i.e monitor keyboard mouse 
camera module GSM is Module are connected to the 
raspberry pi Board.  
 

 
 
 Fig.3.Hardware model 
 
The image recognition process is started if the imaged is 
matched then the access is a granted and if does not match 
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no access is matched. The system sends the msg a both the 
cases. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
          Fig.4 Image recognition person matched 
 
The Alert messaged is send to the registered email and 
mobile number.        
 
 

 
      Fig.5 Alert Message to registered Mobile number 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Facial detection and recognition system uses 
thedevelopment platform based around a system-on-chip 
sporting an GSM Module.The software codes for both 
detection and a face recognition. On implementation, of 
the following results have been obtained. This rate of 
almost was achieved when a distance threshold of was 
used. Due to the detection a algorithm, back ground was 
preprocessing is minimized. The system works best when 
the face sufficiently and the person is camera. 
We have identified new challenge face is a scrambled.Face 
recognition originated from the biometric verification in 
emerging IoT a application and developed a salience-
aware face recognition scheme that can work with in the 
scrambled domain.. 
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